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Harmony Central Announces Anton Pukshansky’s Signature
Forum
—Harmony Central and multi-grammy winner Anton Pukshansky have joined to form a
Signature Forum: Anton Pukshansky’s Community Jam—
Nashville, Tennessee; El Segundo, California
Anton Pukshansky has partnered with Harmony Central to create a Signature Forum
called Anton Pukshansky’s Community Jam. The forum gives the Harmony Central
community the opportunity to collaborate on cool musical projects under the
direction of multiple Grammy Award-winning producer, engineer, composer, arranger
and multi-instrumentalist, Anton Pukshansky. Owner of Music En Motion, Anton has
worked with legends like Santana, Queen, Mick Jagger, as well as cutting-edge artists
like Ozomatli, G Love, Special Sauce, Korn, Jurassic 5 and Dilated Peoples. With
three Grammy Awards and dozens of gold and platinum albums to his credit, Anton is
one of the music industry's go-to producers for charting acts, as well as for scoring
film and television projects.
As Anton explains, “We all should give back to the musician community. This forum
gives me the opportunity to help Harmony Central’s huge community fulfill the site's
goal to help everyone ‘make better music.’" Harmony Central Director, Dendy Jarrett
elaborates; “Anton has long been a member of Harmony Central. We're stoked that he
will add his professionalism, experience, and knowledge to provide another level
of engagement for our community of musicians as they collaborate on unique
projects.”
Harmony Central is the world’s premier web destination for musicians, and is known
equally for its vibrant community, in-depth articles, unbiased reviews, and hundreds of
thousands of user reviews. In continuous operation since 1995, H.C. was acquired by
Gibson Brands in 2015 with the mandate to remain a neutral, public-facing site
dedicated to helping people create, perform, and enjoy music.
www.harmonycentral.com
For More Information
Please see:
http://www.harmonycentral.com/forum/forum/Forums_General/anton-pukshansky’scommunity-jam
Please contact: Dendy Jarrett -Director | Harmony Central Communities
djarrett@harmonycentral.com

